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Currently social networks are a medium designed to share and spread information and opinions 
among users. To effectively spread information characteristics of information sources and their 
positions in the network have to be properly adjusted. Sources play a crucial role as they  initiate  and 
support the spreading process. Adjusting sources has a certain cost and thus their non-optimal 
configuration may lead to wasting resources spent to sources adjusting or even poor performance.  In 
this work, the problem of sources settings and positions optimization is discussed and the framework 
for solving the problem is proposed. The developed framework incorporates source and spreading 
models which take into account individual characteristics of sources as characteristics of their 
positions. The solution can handle all steps which may be required for optimization: network 
monitoring and data collecting; parameters and settings identification;  source layout optimization. 
The efficiency of solutions generated by the framework with the  genetic algorithm adapted for source 
layout optimization is demonstrated by comparison with greedy heuristic on the dataset collected  
from Twitter.             
 
Keywords: Genetic algorithm, social networks, Twitter, information spreading, SI, combinatorial optimization 
1 Introduction 
Currently social networks are an important part of people’s everyday life. Such networks help to 
communicate, share and spread information, knowledge and even opinion and relations to some 
subjects among people. Often spreading is done by mechanisms of public communications: reposts, 
likes, mentions. Spreading processes may have different dynamics which depend on its initial 
conditions - who (and where) has started the process - and conditions during its development - how 
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actively users react to information; who is involved in support; how the sources behaves themselves. 
Under different conditions the results of spreading can vary dramatically.  
In the meantime there are many different stakeholders who are interested in the successful spread 
of certain information or opinions with the help of social networks, for example: companies who want 
to popularize their product or even form some certain relation to it (viral marketing Chen et al. 2010, 
Domingos et al. 2001);  propaganda and political polarization, for example, in the time of coming 
elections (Conover et al. 2011, Stieglitz et al. 2012) and others (Bradbury et al. 2012, Li et al. 2013). 
To achieve desired goals of information spreading such as count of users who conduct one or more 
reposts during a limited span of time, information sources - their settings and positions in the network 
- should be configured. In the  rest of the paper, set of sources with their positions and settings will be 
referred as source layout. Source is a user who starts and supports the spread of information primarily 
by posting new messages with a relevant content. A source may have a set of characteristics which 
differentiates it from others such as frequency of generating messages and the quality of content. The 
last characteristics can be expressed as an average probability of source's messages to be retweeted. 
These characteristics, along with topological characteristics of the source's position in the network 
such as count of followers determine the usefulness of a particular source for information spreading 
and thus its cost. Cost is expenditures which have to be spent in order to bring a particular source to 
the work. It should be noted that the same desired level of information spreading may be achieved 
with different sets of users which can include expensive as well as cheap sources (Cha et al. 2010, 
Tang et al. 2015) with different costs. 
In order to initiate and perform the information spreading sources have to be introduced (located 
to some positions) to the network. There are several ways to do that which will be reviewed in Section 
4. But to construct effective layout in terms of performance and cost it is necessary to perform 
optimization. To solve the task it is necessary to estimate particular solutions which require a set of 
different models including a model of the spreading process. There are several widespread classes of 
models which have been developed to describe such processes: Linear Threshold Models, 
Epidemiological models, Daley-Kendal model. However, such models do not take into account 
individual characteristics of sources (like the quality of generated messages) which may be crucial for 
the success of information spreading. Solving the optimization task may require information 
and knowledge about users’ state in the network, user characteristics (for example, to choose a proper 
user to create a source), and existing information processes which may have a positive or  negative 
influence on the desired spreading. All of this affects the effective sources layout, its performance, 
and cost. But to take into account such factors it is required to perform the identification of processes, 
its parameters, settings and obtain parameters for models of optimization. Such identification requires 
data about the network, users, and events (reposts, likes). Mechanisms of crawling and monitoring are 
needed to obtain such data. These mechanisms have to be responsible for data collecting from the 
network, regarding its rate limits, and reacting to events and the emergence of information spreading 
processes. 
 In conclusion, the optimization of arbitrary information spreading process requires a tool which 
can solve both an optimization task and auxiliary tasks of identification and crawling. In this paper, 
the framework aims to provide a complete solution for the optimization of information spreading 
processes. This work contributes: (a) the architecture of the framework consisting of three main 
modules: monitoring and data collecting module; identification module; sources layout optimization 
module; (b) modification of genetic algorithm adapted to solve the optimization problem which is 
able to deal with adjusting both the positions of sources and their characteristics. Estimation based on 
extended SI  (suspected- infected) model, which  simulates the spreading process with regard to  
individual characteristics of sources; (c) experimental study of the proposed solution on real-world 
networks. 
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2 Related works 
There are many works dedicated to the analysis of information spreading processes or its 
optimization in social networks.  Three main directions related to this work can be identified: the 
optimization of spreading; the estimation of sources layout performance; complete solutions for 
optimizations including identification and crawling. 
There are several approaches for information spreading optimization : (a) Kempe et al. 2003, 
Shakarian et al. 2013, Li et al. 2013, Chen et al. 2009  use various heuristics, such as hill-climbing,  to 
perform optimization. In contrast with the proposed approach, they optimize only positions of sources 
without their characteristics (b) Leskovec et al. 2007, Wang et al. 2010 use greedy heuristics to mine 
most influential users. Their goal is not an optimization, so they don't try to construct a mixed set of 
different sources to achieve desirable characteristics; (c) Budak et al. 2011, He et al. 2012, Chen et al. 
2011 optimize set of spreading seeds in the case of existing of rival spreading process and nodes 
resistance. They do not take into account the individual characteristics of sources. Estimation of 
source layout performance assumes the approaches: (a) topology-based estimation , for example, by 
in-degree or betweenness (Kempe et al. 2003, Chen et al. 2009). These methods are usually faster 
than others but can give worse approximation; (b) simulation-based models such as epidemiological 
(Jin et al. 2013, Ostilli et al. 2010, Tang et al. 2015). These models do not allow to estimate solutions 
in regard with individual characteristics of sources; (c) multi-agent based models, which simulate 
individual message reposting (Tang et al. 2015, Pezzoni et al. 2013). The model used in this work is 
based on the same principals and belongs to the last class. But they do not apply these models to 
sources layout optimization nor do they exploit the individual characteristics of sources such as 
frequency and quality of generated messages. 
There are many works of the last kind, for example (Becker et al. 2011, Ding et al. 2013, Boanjak 
et al. 2012, Semenov et al. 2011), but they are dedicated to individual questions of identification, 
distributed crawling, and overcoming rate limits, event detection and don't propose complete solution 
for all mentioned above steps. 
Having all mentioned above, it may be concluded that there is no solution which can handle all the 
steps to collect required information and perform source layout optimization with regard to individual 
characteristics of sources. 
3 Architecture of the framework 
The framework consists of three main modules: the crawler, the identification module, and the 
optimization module. It can be used in online (or streaming) and offline modes. The online mode 
assumes constant monitoring of network and data collection, repeating identification and  correction 
and adaptation of source layout depending on changes.  Overall process can be seen as the following: 
(1) A user defines a part of the network, where he desires to perform information spreading, or defines 
keywords to allow the framework to restore the network. (2) The monitoring  module collects all 
required data than (3) identification module performs identification of existing topics, processes, user 
states, networks formed by certain topic or process and builds descriptions which will be used by the 
optimization  module. The user can limit or specify which data the module has to process and what 
models it has to use to do that. (3) Then the optimization module is invoked. It takes data generated by 
the identification module, descriptions of goals and constraints and perform sources layout 
optimization. (4) In the end description of sources layout or front of sources layout is given to user. 
This description includes positions where to set sources and individual parameters of each source.    
The goal of the crawler module (Fig. 1) is to monitor the network and collect data - messages, 
users, events (reposts, likes). It listens to a stream of appeared messages and reposts, extracts such 
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information as user records and form tasks if the data layer does note contain information about these 
users or it is incomplete. Then these tasks are dispatched to distributed search crawler, which will 
collect required data according to available rate limits. Having this collected data makes it possible to 
restore network topology, processes, and users characteristics. 
The primary goal of the identification module is to restore and identify all parameters, settings 
and entities such as processes and network topologies which may be needed for optimization based on 
data collected by the monitoring module. The user can determine what processing has to be performed 
by the module and what models it has to use. The user can plug in their own implementation of 
models and replace existing ones with it. For example, currently it uses implementation of 
incremental clustering methods to perform topic and process identification (Ding et al. 2013, Charikar 
et al. 1997).  - 
 
Fig. 1 Architecture of the source layout optimization framework 
The optimization module gets data generated by the identification module. the user's constraints 
and optimization goals. As a result, the module returns a list of possible solutions for source layout. 
To module uses modification of a genetic algorithm based on NSGA-II (Deb et al. 2002). A 
chromosome  consists of pairs: source's position in the network and set of characteristics. It uses 
single point crossover operation and several types of mutation: add an arbitrary pair, remove an 
arbitrary pair, change configuration of an arbitrary pair (swap mutation). To estimate the quality of the 
generated solution this module performs simulation of information spreading on the network with 
extended SI model will be described in the next section. 
It is possible to highlight the following advantages of the proposed framework: (a) it is a complete 
solution, which can handle all steps required for source layout optimization including: collection of 
required data, processes and state identification, source layout optimization; (b) it has flexible 
modular structure which allows to apply and replace different  models and methods (for example: 
process and source models; clustering and optimization methods); (c) the framework incorporates a 
model which estimates the quality of generated solutions with regard to topological characteristics of 
sources as individual characteristics of sources. 
4      Models and optimization problem statement 
In this section the source layout optimization problem is defined and the required models are 
introduced. The source layout optimization problem can be formulated as a multi objective 
optimization problem. There are many different objectives of an information spreading process which 
can be optimized, for example: the count of reposters with the desired amount of reposts,  the speed of 
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growth of such reposters, cost, diameter of affected network and etc. Without loss of generality only 
two of them will be used in this work: cost and count of reposters. We will refer to the last one as 
infected count. 
Let ܰ ൌ ሼሺܸǡܧሻሽ - be a directed graph of the social network. ܸ - set of nodes and ܧ - set of edges. 
Let ܩ ൌ ሼܩͳǡǥ ǡܩ݊ ሽ - be the set of goal functions: 
׊ͳ ൑ ݅ ൑ ݊ǡܩ݅ ൌ ͳͳ൅݇݅ ȁܨ݅െݎ݅ȁ , (1) 
where ݅ܨ  - obtained value of objective݅   and ݅ݎ -desirable value of the objective, ݇݅ -smoothing 
coefficient. In should be noted that each ݅ܨ , in a general case depends on network topology, source 
layout and time length of information spreading: ݅ܨ ൌ ݂݅ ሺܰǡ ܵǡ ݐሻ. Values of particular objectives can 
be found as a result of simulation. For example, average infected count. 
 
The goal of source layout optimization is to find such configuration of set of sources ܵԢ  to 
maximize the function (2): 
ܵԢ ൌ ܽݎ݃݉ܽݔ σ ߱݅݊݅ൌͲ ܩ݅ , (2) 
where ܵԢ ൌ ሼሺݒ݅ ǡ ݆ܿ ǡ݉݇ሻȁ׊݅ǡ ݆ݒ݅ א ܸǡ ݆ܿ א ܥǡ݉݇߳ܴሽ - sources layout (mapping of sources with its 
characteristics to nodes in the network), ܸ- set of vertex, ܥ- set of source configurations, ݉݇  - cost of 
the pair, ߱݅  - weight coefficient, which describes importance of an objective ݅ . Each source is 
determined by its position in the network ݒ݅  and its configuration which describes its individual 
characteristics such as frequency of message posting and quality of message content.  
It should be noted that values of quality associated with particular sources should be provided by 
the user of the framework as it doesn't have any appropriate functionality to do that for the current 
moment.Some objectives can be controversial, so solving the optimization problem may require 
building solutions front and selecting points from it. In order to deal with the task genetic algorithm 
has been adapted to manipulate positions of individual spreading sources and its configuration.  
As it was mentioned above, existing models of spreading assume that a source is just an initial 
node which seeds (starts) the spreading. Such sources differentiate only by their topological 
characteristics (for example, in-degree) and their potential cost is estimated only by those 
characteristics. In the mean time, individual characteristics of sources may be important for 
optimization. This work is focused on the following characteristics: source cost, message frequency, 
and the quality of generated messages. Frequency of messages is important because it can help to 
regulate intensity of a source's influence on the network (Romero et al. 2011). Quality of generated 
messages is a factor which can influence repost probability. Messages with well-formed and 
informative content are likely to be reposted more frequently and contribute more significantly to 
spreading than ones with an unclear message (Choi et al. 2012, Naveed et al. 2011). At the same time, 




Fig. 2 (a) Spreading of 




Fig. 2. (b) Spreading of 
messages of two different 
sources. 
 
 Fig. 2 (c) Spreading of messages 
of two different sources. 
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message to post from. In the real network, a user's quality can be estimated by the analysis of 
propagation cascade of their messages. Also, there are different approximations (Pezzoni et al. 
2013).This provides a chance to perform optimization regarding positions of sources in the network as 
configuration of mentioned above characteristics which may lead to more profitable solution. Another 
important characteristic is cost of a source, which is usually estimated based on count of followers 
and/or average count of reposts . 
The existing SI model (Newman 2010) describes the transition from S state to I state with only 
probability usually called α, but in case of several sources there should be several alphas ߙͳǡߙʹǡߙ͵ǡǥ 
which determine the transition S to I for nodes communicating with particular sources or the nodes 
which have already reposted those sources. But what if a single node is being infected by 
communicating with sources with different alphas? It is hard to say what alpha should be for this 
node. To deal with such situations, the extended SI model (eSI) is used. In contrast with the SI model, 
eSI operates with individual messages. Message is an elementary carrier of information spreading. 
Reposting is a mechanism that transmits and spreads such carriers through the network. Thus a user 
who makes a repost supports information spreading and also expresses interest in the content of the 
message.  In eSI, messages which belong to different sources can have different probability of being 
reposted. Each source generates messages according to its frequency and each of these messages 
spreads according to regular SI model with the alpha inherited from its source. Susceptible state 
means that a user hasn't reposted anything yet (or has made not enough reposts according to the 
desired value). When a new message gets to the feed of a user, the user can repost it. Also, messages  
have an important feature. They can live only limited time after post/repost e.g. can be visible to be 
reposted (Pezzoni et al. 2013), so this factor should be taken into account too.   
On Fig. 2 (a, b, c) example of messages spreading is shown. Each message is being added to user's 
feed where it gets visible for user's subscribers. The more messages are generated, the more 
probability to spread information wider. This model allows: (a) to take into account individual 
characteristics of source which may significantly influence the whole process of spreading and search 
for optimal solution. (b) to take into account requirements such as count of reposts for a user to be 
transitioned to infected state. Infected state can be characterized more than one count of reposts, for 
example, in order to more precisely estimate degree of a user polarization; (c) potentially, it can help 
to regulate degree of polarization of the whole network (for example, opinion formation) by 
performing control of spreading with variation of frequency and quality of content; (d) to model 
spreading of different processes. A particular user can be influenced by several processes and be in an 
infected state for both of them or a case of several processes which struggle for a user.. 
The last model required for optimization is a model of source introduction. This model defines 
how sources become associated with a particular node in the network. There can be several such ways 
(a) Hiring an existing user as an author to write messages with its characteristics ; (b) Hiring a user to 
post specially written messages or capture existing user account to post messages. In this case, the 
quality of generated messages is not determined by the user itself but can be brought to the node with 
available characteristics (e.g. it is equal to generation of artificial node and replacing an existing one 
with it); (c) creating of new nodes and linking it to the network. In this case, the quality of generated 
messages can be brought with available characteristics, links to some set of users or even their 
reposting of messages can be bought with additional cost.  
5 Experimental study  
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed framework, it was applied to optimization of  
sources layout on data from Twitter social network by the following scenario. The framework was run 
with hashtags obtained from a special site (https://ritetag.com/) which can determine related hashtags 
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in Twitter. The topic was ISIS. The framework was collecting data from Twitter for several days and 
applied identification in the end to collected data. Several subtopics of the topic ISIS were identified 
and for each of them a part of the network with audience, which had been formed by the spreading of 
the subtopic, was restored. Identification of messages belonging to different processes was 
implemented with incremental clustering algorithm (Becker et al. 2011). In our case each tweet 
message is being broken on bigrams then the acquired set of bigrams are used as a feature vector to 
perform clustering. This clustering algorithm had been chosen because it can quickly handle a large 
stream of data and it doesn't require knowing the count of clusters in advance. Then a couple of 
subtopics and their network topologies were chosen to perform optimization on it. It reflects the case 
when a user may be interested in spreading of other news related in some way to the chosen one. In 
this way the spreading should appear in the part of  the network which has already shown its interest 
in such kind of information. For example, one of the topics can be described with the phrase "Boko 
Haram pledges allegiance to ISIS!!" then information for spreading can be the news or materials about 
terror and civil wars in Africa for goals of anti-terror propaganda (for example, 
http://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/jim-warren-tweet-mightier-sword-article-1.2215912) . 
The first subtopic (1) has the following most popular keywords: allegiance, boko, haram, isis, 
pledges, allegiance; and its central message is " BREAKING! Boko Haram pledges allegiance to 
ISIS!!" The network consists of 1815 nodes and 20799 edges and can be seen on Fig. 2. Size and 
color of nodes reflects their in-degree. The bigger and darker a node is, the higher its in-degree is.  
The second subtopic (2): killed, iraq canadian, soldier canadian, killed friendly, fire soldier; and its 
message: " Canadian soldier killed in Iraq by mistake ".  In this case the network has 439 nodes and 
610 edges. All experiments were performed on a machine with the following characteristics: 2xIntel 
Xeon E7-2830 2.13Ghz, 128 Gb RAM, 1Tb HDD 7200 rpm. The monitoring module was collecting 
data from May 2-11, 2015 by ISIS and related hashtags. The crawler used one channel to listen to 
Twitter streaming API and 16 workers to make requests to Twitter search API. 
Nodes with a high degree tend to have a higher level of influence due to the fact that they have 
more ways to spread information (for example, Pezzoni et al. 2013). Due to these facts we apply the 
following approximation for cost estimation:  ܿ݋ݏݐ ൌ ܫ݂݊ כ ܿ݋ݑ݊ݐ̴݋̴݂݂݋݈݈݋ݓ݁ݎݏ 
This formula expresses that the higher the level of influence is, the higher spreading of tweets can 
be for this source. It should be noted that nodes with little degree can have a high level of influence 
too. It may be a result of better content quality. The situation is the same for the count of followers, 
which expresses potential size for reposts cascade. For the sake of simplicity we did not account for 
potential non-linear effects in cost related to influence growth (e.g. non-linear growth of cost 
corresponding to growth of influence). Such investigation was left for future work. It should be noted 
that cost is expressed in units. 
In the first experiment we use the obtained network for subtopic (1) to analyze the quality of 
solutions depending on different used sets of spreaders. Also, we compared solutions with greedy 
heuristic called HD. HD forms solutions by sorting all nodes in the network by decreasing its in-
degree and choose first nodes with in-degree ranks. Setting of the information spreading simulation 
are the following in the rest of the paper (if not explicitly stated otherwise): 28 ticks (4 ticks per day, 
each tick is equal to the time when a user check its messages in twitter and can make retweets); max 
count of sources - 50; duration of tweet/retweet visibility after tweeting/retweeting - 4 ticks. Three 
types of sources are used with probabilities 0.002, 0.005 and 0.01 (such scale of probabilities also can 
be found in Pezzoni et al. 2013).  Each source type has frequency -1 tweet per 10 ticks. Genetic 
algorithm  uses the following settings: count of generations - 300; size of  population - 50; crossover 
probability - 0.3; mutation probability - 0.2. To be counted as infected one, a user has to have at least 
1 retweet of generated tweets. Each solution generated by GA or HD was run 30 times and the mean 
of runs was used as a result. The cost of the solution of 45 nodes with the highest in-degree and 
sources with the highest probability was taken as a upper limit of the cost. We assume that any node 
can be used to post required specially written messages if it is selected to be a source (see section 3, 
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model of sources introduction).On Fig 4 a - e depicted fronts of solutions found by proposed genetic 
algorithm (GA - green line) and the one generated by greedy heuristic (HD - the red line). Greedy 
heuristic sorts nodes in descending order by their in-degree and choose the first N elements. On the 
red graph points [1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45] are presented. As it can be seen, fronts generated 
by GA are better than greedy solutions. For example (Fig. 4. e), the spreading process gets 225 users 
only with ~6 units, while HD's solution can achieve the same result with ~13 units. GA was able to 
obtain the following improvements: for Fig 4.a - up to 15.3%, for Fig 4.b - up to 22.68%, for Fig 4.c - 
up to 34.06%, for Fig 4.d - up to 31.87%,  for Fig 4.e - up to 29% (The results are normalized by the 
maximum available cost for the settings).  
 
Fig 4. Source layout optimization 
with different sets of sources (a)  
 
Fig 4. (b) duration of tweet visibility 
- 2 ticks  
Fig 4. (c) duration of tweet 
visibility - 1 ticks 
Fig 4. (d) max count of sources - 
100 




Fig 4. (f) results of adaptation 
Solutions which have been built with a significant count of each of three types of sources tend to 
be better for small and medium sized budgets (they are in the middle of GA graphs) in comparison 
with ones which are mostly or fully homogeneous. With the growth of the budget the third type of 
sources starts to enlarge its count in solutions and a solution may converge to ones proposed by HD.  
An interesting situation can be seen when the duration of tweet/retweet visibility get reduced (Fig . 
4 b, c). GA solution increases the exploitation of the cheapest type of sources, especially when budget 
is low. It means that algorithm tries to get more coverage of the network with sources instead of 
precise placing of more expensive sources in the network. On the other hand, availability of sources 
with increased influence (e.g. increased probability to be retweeted for tweets) leads to non-linear 
growth in the retweets cascade . It gets hard to beat solutions consisting of such sources (Fig 4 e), but 
at the same time such solutions have a much higher cost. For example, if the goal is to get only 500 
infected users, HD solution will cost  5.5 units, whereas GA solution requires only 0.5 units. It can be 
seen on the overall Fig 4. that solutions proposed by GA are no worse than HD and may obtain 
significantly better results. If the budget is big it's worthwhile to use high-quality sources with high in-
degree (Fig 4. a,b,d) to obtain more retweeters and solutions proposed by HD is good enough to be 
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used. If the budget is not big enough it is better to use solutions generated by GA due to the fact that it 
may construct a more effective analogue with different types of available sources.In the second 
experiment we used another network, where a part of the news "Canadian soldier killed in Iraq by 
mistake" was spreading, to show how such a framework can be used to adapt under different 
conditions. There is only one type of source with probability - 0.03. The goal is to achieve the count 
of retweeters determined by the solution consisting of 9 nodes with the highest in-degree with a 
solution consisting of less influential nodes. Such adaptation may be helpful in case of different 
restrictions which can be applied to the optimization process, for example, absence of possibility to 
use a desired node. The results can be seen on Fig. 4 (f).GA was able to find another solution which 
has slower growth of retweeters, but can give approximately the same count. The final solution 
consists of 18 sources and is slightly cheaper  ~5%.Bearing in mind all these results, it can be 
concluded that for some situations (according to the existing budget) it is better to use different types 
of sources. But with the growth of budget it's easy to apply source layout with a single type of source 
and increased count of it 
6 Conclusion and future works 
A general framework for source layout optimization has been proposed in this work. The 
framework uses adapted genetic algorithm to search for solutions and eSI model to estimate the 
quality of generated solutions with regard to sources individual characteristics. Taking into account 
individual characteristics may lead to more effective solutions. Experimental study shows that quality 
of solutions acquired with the framework is significantly better than that of a solution generated by a 
greedy heuristic which uses topological characteristics. In certain situations (Fig 4.c ) the difference 
can be up to 34.06%. The results also show that using of different types of sources may lead to 
reducing the cost for the same performance and thus lead to a better solution. Thanks to the modular 
and flexible architecture of the proposed framework, which allows for extension, future works should 
be directed towards the investigation of more complex models of spreading  such as SIR, SEIRZ to 
develop more effective solutions which taking into account additional effects . Also, it can be valuable 
for optimization to perform investigation of changing repost probability due to users polarization and 
other factors. This may lead to cumulative effects in the growth of retweeters count. 
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